ANIDAHOO
Awareness
Exposing Cultural Identity Fraud
6-week online course

We are Afurankanu/Afuraitkaitnut (Africans)
We are Abibirifo – Black People

We are not moors, asiatic, aboriginal americans, hebrews, atlanteans, children of mu, extraterrestrials or any other foolish, self-hating designation. In this six-week online course Odwirafo Kwesi Ra Nehem Ptah Akhan examines 8 of his 31 books: Afuraka/Afuraitkait – The Origin of the term ‘Africa’ • Anidaho • Kamit Hena Ntoro – The Black Nation and Divinity • Moor Means ‘Dead’ • Ankh – The Origin of the Term Yoga – Kara Kasa: The Origin and Nature of the Chakra • Rekhit Hena Speret: Etymology and Cosmology of Religion and Spirit • Kukuu-Tuntum – The Ancestral Jurisdiction • Hoodoo People: Afurakanu/Afuraitkaitnut (Africans) in North America – Akan Custodians of Hoodoo from Ancient Hoodoo/Udunu Land (Khanit/Nubia).

The Akan term ANIDAHOO means Awareness. It is through accurate information rooted in cosmology and language born of cosmology that we expose cultural identity fraud and the self-hatred which undergirds said fraud. We can thus focus on our true identity and our role in Nationbuilding/Restoration in the authentic sense. Our books reveal the accurate etymological and cosmological origins of the terms Africa, Black, America, Moor, God, Yoga, Kamit, Hebrew, Muslim, Religion, Spirit, Hoodoo and more. We expose the fraud of the pseudo-religions and their fictional characters who never existed including: jesus/yeshua, abraham, moses, muhammad, allah, yahweh, buddha, mahavira, brahmin and more.

Benada (Tuesdays) at 8pm est: October 20th - November 24th
Registration is $30 • E-book versions of all eight books are free downloads

Registration: AKONGUASUA – Institution
www.odwirafo.com/akonguasuapage.html